
  How our political leaders make people feel? 
 

Nothing 29%

Confused 11%

Shocked 0%

Miserable 7%

Disgusted 10%

Scared 2%

Frustrated 21%

Surprised 2%

In Awe 1%

Happy 3%

Affectionate 2%

Excited 1%

Intrigued 10%

Summertime in British politics and already we have seen Ed Milliband in recent weeks fronting 

up to some of his image issues, which if nothing else generates some more coverage for that 

classic duo, Wallace & Grommet. This story on the back of the May European results and the 

threatened rise of UKIP led our research team at The Buzzz to take a fresh look at how 

people make decisions and pose a question – what if people choose their politicians based on 

the way they feel about them? 

So, with an increasing dissonance between electorate and politics how will people 

decide on their vote in 2015? To try and answer these questions, and to test some of our 

own thinking, we ran a simple experiment and asked a sample of 1,000 UK voters how they 

felt when they were faced with an image of leading political figures. Bearing in mind the strong 

influence emotions have on our decision making as humans, the results we believe carry some 

important implications …. 

Firstly let’s look at the results we had from our 1000 UK voters. We simply showed a picture 

of the politician and asked them how they felt using a series of words both positive and 

negative derived from a range of psychological models used for understanding emotional 

response. 

Each leader generated two scores from our survey – an 

Absolute Emotional Resonance (AER) which was the 

proportion of people who felt anything at all about them and a 

Net Emotional Resonance (NER) which aggregated the positive 

and negative emotions together, to give an overall positive or 

negative score.  

If we now look at how each leader was rated by our sample: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 AER NER 

Cameron 72 -42 

Clegg 67 -51 

Milliband 71 -32 

Farage 82 -20 
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  How our political leaders make people feel? 
 

Results confirm the apathy and anonymity political leaders engender in the public – the largest 

proportions said they felt ‘nothing’ or ‘frustrated’, even disgusted 

Negative emotions outweighed positive emotions for all politicians featured 

Nigel Farage is different because people have conflicting emotions about him. 29% were 

disgusted but 19% intrigued – indeed he is 5x more intriguing than Cameron and Clegg and 

twice as intriguing as Milliband.  

Of course the big question is whether people will vote for a politician they find intriguing. One 

thing appears clear – whether you love him or hate him Farage stands out from the pack who 

appear to be receding into a level of neutrality which is worrying in a democracy admired 

around the world. 

As for Milliband – well he is most likely to make the electorate feel miserable and confused! 

More work needed then Ed! 

So what does it all mean? Put simply only time and the next election will tell, but when people 

could choose how to vote based on how they feel and with an increasing alienation from 

policy and manifesto, particularly amongst the youngest voters – we believe we will see more 

spin than ever before. More photo’s down the pub with a pint; more ingratiation of the great 

British public and who has done that better than anyone in our survey … honest Nigel (?) who 

seems to stir something in people more than the others do. The problem remains no-one 

quite knows what! Policy and manifesto’s are seldom of much interest to the majority and in 

an increasingly media and sound-bite led world – look closely at the current rankings as a 

starting point: 

 

Farage generates an emotional response more than any other leader and it is typically less 

negative. On this measure that puts him ahead of the main parties. Interestingly we included 

Vince Cable as a challenger for the Liberal Democrats leadership position. He is the least 

negatively regarded of anyone (and the only person who makes people feel happy!!) The issue 

is his overall profile, which begs the question as to whether it is better to make people feel 

something (though negatively) than to not make people feel anything. 
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